Parents and family members of children and adults with disabilities or special needs may be matched for the following conditions or concerns:
(please note: list is not inclusive)
- Physical disabilities
- Developmental disabilities
- Special health care needs
- Behavioral/mental health concerns
- Foster care or adoption
- Educational issues
At Hersheypark®, we are committed to providing all of our guests a safe, enjoyable, and memorable visit. Many Hersheypark attractions are dynamic and thrilling. Each attraction is rated for its special features, such as high speeds, sharp turns, sudden slopes, drops, twists, or other dynamic forces. Some attractions may have restrictions for guests of exceptional size (height or weight). Please carefully review and consider the requirements and restrictions of our attractions (which are listed in this Guide and at the entrances to our attractions) to determine if you or members of your party can safely participate. If you have any impairment or condition that would prevent you from properly using the seating and safety restraints or from following any safety requirement, DO NOT RIDE. Guests requiring accommodation are invited to visit Accessibility Services located outside the Front Gate or any Guest Services locations inside the Park for information on accessibility and other services.

This Rider Safety & Accessibility Guide provides information on the recommendations and restrictions for each attraction. Please read through this Guide to learn more about the services we provide, as well as particular attraction information. Should you have any questions, please do not hesitate to stop by our Guest Services locations. Please Note: The information in this Rider Safety & Accessibility Guide is subject to change. Please feel free to visit our Guest Services locations for current information on accessibility and services.

ATTRACTION ACCESSIBILITY PROGRAM
The Hersheypark Attraction Accessibility Program is designed to allow guests to participate in the enjoyment of our Park as much as possible. Each Hersheypark® attraction has been evaluated for the criteria necessary for an individual to ride safely. Our ridership criteria (set forth on page 12 of this Guide) is based on the requirements of the attraction manufacturers and the ability of guests to utilize all safety restraints and devices as designed, while maintaining the proper riding position throughout the duration of the ride. It is our policy to allow anyone to ride who meets all of these requirements. Our Attraction Accessibility Program matches the individual abilities of our guests to the ridership criteria for each attraction. The following applies to guests who wish to participate in our Attraction Accessibility Program:

1. Guests can enroll in our Attraction Accessibility Program at Accessibility Services located outside the Front Gate or any Guest Services location. Guests will be asked to complete and sign an Attraction Accessibility Questionnaire. Based on the responses to the questionnaire and following an interactive discussion with an Accessibility Services Agent or Supervisor, guests who have a disability or other qualifying accommodation need that prevents them from having extended wait times in our standard entrance/queue lines will receive an Attraction Boarding Pass with a list of attractions they may be able to enjoy.
2. Only those guests with mobility impairments (which generally require the use of assistive devices such as wheelchairs, ECV, walkers, canes, or crutches) and other qualifying accommodation needs will be enrolled in the Program and receive an Attraction Boarding Pass that will allow them (and up to three riding companions) to access attractions through the designated accessible entrances. This accommodation is designed to provide access to our attractions and not to bypass others waiting in the standard entrance/queue line. Additionally, participation in the Attraction Accessibility Program does not guarantee immediate access to the attractions listed on the Boarding Pass.

3. Based on the responses provided on the Attraction Accessibility Questionnaire and the interactive discussion with an Accessibility Services Agent or Supervisor, the Boarding Pass will allow guests (and up to three riding companions) to access our Fast Track attractions either through the Fast Track entrance/line or through the exit using a reverse boarding time system. All other attractions listed on the Boarding Pass can be accessed using the exit.

4. Guests using the designated accessible entrances will need to show the Attraction Attendant their Boarding Pass. The Attraction Attendant will verify that the attraction is listed on the Attraction Boarding Pass and that the guest meets all attraction rider requirements - including height. If the attraction is not listed or if the guest does not meet attraction rider requirements, the guest will not be permitted to ride. Guests may be required to wait several ride cycles prior to boarding. The guest qualifying for access to the attractions through the designated accessible entrance must ride the attraction in order for their companions to ride.

5. Only those guests with an Attractions Boarding Pass (and up to three riding companions) will be permitted to enter through the designated accessible entrance. All other guests, including additional members of the guest’s party, will need to enter the attraction using the standard attraction entrance/queue line.

6. Requests for specific seating on attractions are subject to seat availability.

7. For those guests with a Boarding Pass that allows them to access our Fast Track attractions through the exit utilizing the reverse boarding time system, the reverse boarding time system works as follows:

- After enrolling in the Attraction Accessibility Program and receiving their Boarding Pass, guests may first enjoy any listed Fast Track attraction of their choice with little to no wait time by entering the exit. This will start the reverse boarding time system.

- Before boarding the attraction, the Attendant will write a time on the Boarding Pass that corresponds to the current wait time of the standard entrance/queue line at that attraction.

  **Ex.** A guest arrives at Great Bear at 12:00 PM for their first Fast Track ride of the day. If the wait time in the standard entrance/queue line at Great Bear is one (1) hour at that time, the Attendant will write the time “1:00 PM” on the guest’s Boarding Pass.

- Guests will only be permitted to board the next Fast Track attraction of their choice at (or after) the appointed time (see previous point). Guests and their riding companions can use the interval time to enjoy other activities and benefits of the Park, including the many other attractions that are not part of the Fast Track Program that can be accessed using the exit with little to no wait time, shows, shops, games, dining outlets, and ZooAmerica North American Wildlife Park.

- When the appointed boarding time arrives, guests may proceed to the next listed Fast Track attraction of their choice and board with little to no wait time. Guests will receive another appointed boarding time following the process set forth above.

- The appointed time for the next Fast Track attraction is good until the end of the day. Guests are not obligated to board the next listed Fast Track attraction at the appointed time. Instead, the guest can return to the next listed Fast Track attraction of their choice at any point after the appointed time and still board with little to no wait time.

- Guests who want to re-ride the same Fast Track attraction can do so only at (or after) the appointed time they received when they boarded the attraction.

  **Ex.** Using the example above, if the guest wants to re-ride the Great Bear, the guest cannot stay on the ride or exit and immediately re-board the attraction. The guest can re-ride Great Bear again if he/she chooses at the appointed time that was provided - 1:00 PM.
Pennsylvania Rider Safety Act No. 1994-58 requires that riders must obey all warnings and restrictions regarding rides and must behave in a manner that will not cause or contribute to injury of themselves or others. Failure to comply is cause for dismissal from the Park without refund.

Please note and comply with all written and verbal safety warnings and instructions for each attraction and follow all directions given by Park personnel, such as:

• Secure all loose articles (cell phones, keys, bags, wallets, stuffed animals, beverage containers, and other items) or leave them with a non-rider. Guests are responsible for their personal property. More information about the Park's loose articles policy is on page 13.

• Please wait for all attractions to come to a complete stop before attempting to board.

• Please wait for the attraction to come to a complete stop before attempting to exit.

• Please exercise caution in boarding each attraction.

• Once seated, secure the seat belt, lap bar, and/or shoulder harness and keep them fastened until the ride comes to a complete stop.

• Shoes are required on all attractions with the exception of Bayside Pier, Breakers Edge® Water Coaster, Coastline Plunge℠, East Coast Waterworks℠, Intercoastal Waterway℠, Tidal Force®, Sandcastle Cove℠, Shoreline Sprayground℠, and The Shore. Loosefitting shoes must be removed prior to riding the following attractions: Great Bear®, Skyrush®, The Claw℠, Wave Swinger, Skyview, Whitecap℠ Racer Hershey Triple Tower®, and Candymonium®.

• Keep all body parts (hands, arms, legs, long hair, etc.) inside the attraction unit at all times.

• Remain seated facing forward in an upright position with your back and shoulders against the seat back and hold on until the ride comes to a complete stop.

• No picture taking or video recording while riding.

• Failure to comply with safety warnings and instructions may result in guests being denied entrance to an attraction and/or removal from the Park with NO REFUND GIVEN.
FIND AID
The First Aid staff is located inside the Family Health & Services Center sponsored by Highmark in the Pioneer Frontier area next to the Play Dome Arcade. First Aid has Registered Nurses and certified EMTs on site. For emergency help, please contact any Park personnel. Two additional First Aid Stations are located throughout the Park — one in The Boardwalk at Hersheypark, sponsored by Highmark (Memorial Day - Labor Day) and in Hershey’s Chocolatetown themed area.

FOOD & BEVERAGE
Hersheypark is committed to helping our guests with food allergies make the best possible dining choice during their visit with the help of our dining guide and specialty food offerings. Each food and beverage location is listed on our website and mobile App with menu items, ingredients and allergen information. Guests can bring Epi-Pens into Hersheypark.

While in the Park, our food and beverage staff will be more than happy to answer any questions our guests may have. We keep a list of ingredients at each location and our staff can supply guests with that information. Our interactive Park Map also denotes locations where allergen friendly food options may be located.

FOR GUESTS WITH A HEARING IMPAIRMENT
If you are not able to hear attraction loading and unloading instructions, please notify Park Personnel prior to boarding the attraction. Show scripts and written attraction safety speeches/directions are available upon request of Park Personnel.

GAMES
Play Dome and Overlook Arcades are accessible. Please see Park Personnel at these locations if assistance of any kind is needed.

GUESTS ACCOMPANIED BY SERVICE ANIMALS
Service animals are welcome at Hersheypark and ZooAmerica. Service animals are defined as dogs or miniature horses that are individually trained to do work or perform tasks for, and to assist, people with disabilities. Dogs (or other animals) whose sole function is to provide comfort or emotional support do not qualify as service animals and are not permitted at Hersheypark or ZooAmerica. Service animals must remain on a leash or harness and/or under the control of their handler at all times and be house broken. If at any time a service animal demonstrates aggressive behavior towards other guests and employees, or displays other inappropriate or disruptive behavior, the guest will be directed to remove the service animal from the Park and/or ZooAmerica. Service animals may use any green space at the Park and ZooAmerica for voiding waste; however, the handler or another member of their party is responsible for cleaning up after the animal. Due to the nature of some attractions at Hersheypark, service animals may not be permitted to ride. Service animals are permitted on the Monorail, Carrousel (chariots only), Kissing Tower, Dry Gulch Railroad, Ferris Wheel, Sunoco Classic Cars, and they are permitted to enter The Boardwalk water attractions up to the water’s edge. Service animals will not be permitted to enter the water at any attraction. On all other attractions, someone in the handler’s party must stay with the service animal while the handler rides the attraction. Employees are not permitted to take control of or responsibility for the service animal. Additionally, service animals must remain a reasonable distance from the resident animals at Hersheypark and ZooAmerica.

QUIET AREAS
Several quiet locations have been identified throughout Hersheypark. These locations provide a nice break from sensory stimulation. The quiet locations are located at: Guest Services inside the Family Health & Services Center sponsored by Highmark in the Pioneer Frontier area, and Guest Services in the Kissing Tower Hill area of the Park.

PARKING
Hersheypark Entertainment Complex provides accessible parking spaces in our main lots. Parking is available on a first-come-first-serve basis. Hersheypark has 86 accessible parking spaces (52 spaces in the front Season Pass Hold parking lot adjacent to The Chocolatier Restaurant + Patio and 34 spaces adjacent to Tram Stop 2). From the parking lot toll booths, follow posted signs for accessible parking. Additionally, accessible trams routine operate to transport guests from the tram stops to Hershey’s Chocolatetown plaza (near the main entrance to Hersheypark).

PARK TERRAIN
Although the natural terrain adds to the beauty of the Hersheypark landscape, it also creates some challenges. Please see Accessibility Services for a copy of the Hersheypark Map & Guide that identifies steep grades and stairs within the Park.

PERSONAL CARE ATTENDANT
For assistance with visiting with a Personal Care Attendant, please visit Ticketing Services (Hersheypark) or the Zoo Admissions desk (ZooAmerica).

RESTROOMS
All restrooms identified in the Hersheypark Map & Guide are accessible. If guests need space for a lateral transfer, one of the following restrooms should be used: next to the Country Grill, inside the Tidal Force changing rooms, in The Boardwalk at Hersheypark, in Kissing Tower Hill, and in ZooAmerica. Additionally, all-gender restrooms are available in Midway America themed area, The Hollow themed area, The Boardwalk at Hersheypark, at Chick-fil-A, and in the entrance plaza of Hershey’s Chocolatetown. All restrooms at Hersheypark have basic changing tables. Guests that may need an adult-accessible changing table may stop at Chocolatetown First Aid/restroom, behind Main Gate Guest Services.

RETAIL
All shops offer assistance from store personnel to ensure that items are accessible. Ask store personnel for assistance in obtaining any hard-to-reach items.
**SEGWAY® & GOLF CARTS**
Due to the different pathway configuration and terrain as well as large crowds, that include small children and strollers, we cannot permit the use of golf carts or two-wheeled, self balancing electric vehicles, such as Segways, in Hersheypark and ZooAmerica.

**SHOWS & DEMONSTRATIONS**
All guests may enjoy all Hersheypark shows. Guests using wheelchairs or other mobility devices may enter the Aquatheatre from the upper or lower level entrances. Guests using wheelchairs or other mobility devices may enter the Chevrolet Music Box Theatre through the main entrance. Please speak with Park Personnel for assistance and direction. Accessible seating is limited; guests should arrive 20 minutes prior to show time if they need assistance from a host.

**SMOKING**
As we strive to accommodate all of our guests, designated smoking areas have been established throughout Hersheypark. The Boardwalk At Hersheypark and ZooAmerica are smoke-free.

**WHEELCHAIRS & ELECTRIC CONVENIENCE VEHICLES**
Wheelchairs and Electric Convenience Vehicles (ECVs) can be rented at Hersheypark. Both manual wheelchairs and ECVs have weight limitations of 450 pounds and are available on a first-come-first-serve basis. Quantities are limited. A valid driver’s license will be held as a deposit. Guests must be 18 yrs. or older to rent a wheelchair or ECV. Failure to comply with the rental agreement is cause for surrender of the rental equipment or removal from the Park. Hersheypark reserves the right to refuse any guest rental of an ECV if that guest is unable to complete the on-site training or unable to comply with the restrictions of the unit. Guests are also invited to bring their personal ECV or mobility device (with the exception of golf carts and two-wheeled balancing electric vehicles, such as a Segways) to Hersheypark and ZooAmerica. Guests visiting The Boardwalk at Hersheypark may utilize an aquatic wheelchair at certain Boardwalk attractions. Please see a lifeguard at The Boardwalk at Hersheypark for more information.

**ZOOAMERICA**
Automatic doors are located at every building entrance. Accessible walkways and ramps allow access to all exhibits. Some viewing angles are not accessible, but in every case alternative-viewing areas provide excellent vantage points for viewing the wildlife. Please see ZooAmerica personnel for assistance.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

PROSTHETICS/BRACES AND CASTS
Due to the individual designs of attractions, guests with casts or braces may have difficulty fitting properly into the restraints of certain attractions. Any guest with a cast or brace who cannot be properly restrained will not be permitted to ride. On most attractions, guests with a prosthetic device will be allowed to ride as long as the prosthetic device is properly secured and will remain in place during the ride.

For Fahrenheit, Storm Runner, Hershey Triple Tower, and Laff Trakk®, guests wearing one prosthetic leg must remove the prostheses or have written documentation from the limb manufacturer ensuring that the limb can withstand forces up to 5 Gs and not come off during the ride cycle. If guests must remove the prosthetic leg, the restraint must be in contact with a residual limb below the knee to keep the guest properly restrained. Guests wearing two prosthetic legs must wear at least one of their prosthetic legs during the ride cycle and have manufacturer issued documentation regarding the prosthetic’s ability to withstand forces up to 5 Gs. As a reminder, all guests wearing prosthetics on the ride must have manufacturer issued documentation regarding the prosthetic’s ability to withstand forces up to 5 Gs.

Guests riding the Hershey Triple Tower must remove their prostheses or have written documentation from the limb manufacturer ensuring that the limb can withstand forces up to 5 Gs and not come off during the ride cycle. If guests must remove lower prostheses, the restraint must be in contact with residual limbs below the knee to keep the guest properly restrained. Guests must have one naturally occurring arm with at least three fingers in order to ride.

Guests must remove their prosthetic device prior to riding Candymonium, Skyrush, Great Bear, and The Claw. Guests with certain amputations that may otherwise be excluded from riding Candymonium may be permitted to ride with the use of a full body harness if the rider meets certain physical requirements. Please visit Guest Services for more information.

For Mix’d™ Flavored By Jolly Rancher, guests must have one naturally occurring arm, forearm, and hand in order to ride. Guests must have one naturally occurring leg and foot in order to ride. Guests wearing a lower prosthetic device must remove it prior to riding.

Guests with casts or hard braces will not be permitted to ride Candymonium, Skyrush, Hershey Triple Tower, and sooperdooperLooper®.

For Wildcat’s Revenge®, guests must have two natural legs including feet, as well as one natural arm with one functional hand in order to ride. Prosthetic devices of any kind are not permitted on this attraction. Guests with hard casts or braces that do not allow full mobility of their shoulder, elbow, knees, or hips are not permitted to ride.

MAGNETIC FIELDS ON RIDES
Guests with medical devices sensitive to magnetic fields (pacemakers, hearing aids, etc.) should please consider that the following attractions use magnetic fields in their operations: Breakers Edge® Water Coaster, Candymonium, Laff Trakk, Fahrenheit, Skyrush, sooperdooperLooper, Storm Runner, and Trailblazer®.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

GUESTS OF EXCEPTIONAL SIZE
In order to ride, all seat belts, lap bars, and shoulder harnesses must be positioned and fastened properly. Due to rider restraint system requirements, guests of exceptional size (height and/or weight) may not be accommodated on the following rides: Candymonium, Breakers Edge Water Coaster, Comet, Lightning Racer, sooperdooperLooper, The Claw, Laff Trakk, Wildcat’s Revenge, Skyview, Wild Mouse, Jolly Rancher Remix™, Mix’d™, Tidal Force, Storm Runner, Skyrush, Reese’s CupFusion, Coastline Plunge, Fahrenheit, Trailblazer, Breakers Edge, Sweet Swing™, and Whitecap Racer. Test seats are located at the ride entrance of Candymonium, Great Bear, Fahrenheit, Skyrush, Storm Runner, Laff Trakk, and Hershey Triple Tower, and we recommend utilizing these before entering the attraction queue.

OXYGEN TANKS
Due to dynamic forces, portable oxygen tanks are only permitted on the following attractions: Carrousel (chariots only), Dry Gulch Railroad, Kissing Tower, Monorail, and Twin Turnpike (Classic Cars). The tank must fit safely in the attraction unit and not interfere with the attraction’s operation or restraint system.

MECHANICAL / POWER FAILURE / ADVERSE WEATHER
Though it is rare, a mechanical problem, power failure, or sudden adverse weather condition may lead to a stoppage of the attractions. In that event, riders may be required to maneuver across catwalks or travel down steeply inclined ramps or steps. Please consider these factors when deciding to ride.

DEFINITIONS
Hersheypark uses the following terms:

Attribution: An amusement ride that is governed and inspected by the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, Department of Agriculture. An inspection placard is located at each attraction’s entrance.

Hand-Held Infant: A hand-held infant is a child who is unable to walk to the attraction independently or maintain independent seated postural control.

Supervising Companion: The accompanying person must meet all the attraction requirements, as well as assist the guest. This includes helping the guest in the loading and unloading of the attraction, assisting the guest in maintaining postural control while the attraction is in motion, and assisting the guest down stairs, catwalks, or steeply inclined ramps in case of mechanical / power failure / adverse weather.

As we strive to accommodate all of our guests, designated smoking areas have been established throughout Hersheypark.

The Boardwalk At Hersheypark and ZooAmerica are smoke-free.
The evaluation of a guest’s ability to ride each attraction safely is based on the following criteria:

1. Control of upper torso including head and neck (ability to hold head upright): The guest must have sufficient muscle control to support their head, neck, and upper torso in the proper position throughout the duration of the ride cycle, including during the dynamic motion of the attraction (fast accelerations, quick decelerations, steep inclines, etc.).

2. Ability to maintain the proper riding position: The guest must have the body and spinal control to maintain the proper riding position throughout the duration of the ride cycle without the aid of others or devices, and be able to maintain the proper riding position, including during the dynamic motion of the attraction (fast accelerations, quick decelerations, steep inclines, etc.).

3. Weight distribution to allow the restraint device to function as designed: The weight distribution of the guest's body must not interfere with any of the attractions safety and restraint devices as they are designed.

4. Ability to hold on: The guest must have the ability to use their arms and hands to maintain a grasp on an assist bar to maintain the proper riding position throughout the duration of the ride cycle, including during the dynamic motion of the attraction (fast accelerations, quick decelerations, steep inclines, etc.).

5. Ability to brace: The guest must have the ability to use their legs to brace their body throughout the duration of the ride cycle, including during the dynamic motion of the attraction (fast accelerations, quick decelerations, steep inclines, etc.).

6. Ability to enter and exit the attraction without endangering self or others: The guest must be able to enter and exit the attraction without jeopardizing themselves or other people and be able to assist with their own evacuation, if necessary. This may include entering through an exit or having someone assist the guest when boarding the attraction. If a guest needs to be lifted into or out of an attraction, this must be done by a Supervising Companion or other member in the guest's party. Park Personnel are not permitted to assist with the lifting or transferring out of wheelchairs or other mobility devices.

7. Appropriate observed behavior: Guests must demonstrate appropriate observed behavior by indicating a willingness and ability to understand, participate, and follow all rider requirements. This may include, but is not limited to, maintaining the proper riding position, attention to and compliance with safety instructions, proper use of restraints and safety equipment, and willingness to participate in the attraction.

For safety reasons, loose articles and hand-held items are not permitted on most of our attractions. These items include, but are not limited to, cell phones, selfie sticks/Go-Pros, keys, cameras, bags/purses, wallets, backpacks, stuffed animals, prizes, umbrellas, beverage containers, food, drinks, and other small items.

The loose articles policy for each attraction can be found under the “Additional Restrictions/Accessibility” link located on the information pages for each attraction on Hersheypark’s website, in the Rider Safety & Accessibility Guide, and on the Height Signs located at each attraction.

Except as otherwise noted for a specific attraction, only items that can be secured in cargo pockets, a waist pack, or a zipping jacket pocket are permitted provided they do not interfere with the restraint system, proper riding position, or cause a hazard to guests, employees, and/or the attraction. A cargo pocket must fasten with a velcro or button flap or a zipper. A waist pack must fasten around the waist and have a zipper closure. Additionally, eyeglasses, sunglasses, and long hair, clothing, or accessories must be secured. Loose articles that cannot be secured must be placed in a bag drop area or bin, secured in a locker, or kept with a non-rider.

Hersheypark and its employees are not responsible for lost, stolen, or damaged items, which include items that fall out of pockets or items left in bag drop/bin areas, and do not assume responsibility for the loss of, or damage to, such items, or injuries that result from the failure of guests to comply with Hersheypark’s loose articles policies.
HEALTH RECOMMENDATION KEY
It is recommended that guests with the following conditions refrain from riding the indicated attractions:

- Back, neck, or bone condition
- Heart trouble
- Pregnancy
- High blood pressure
- Recent surgery or illness

Identifies attractions where guests may remain in a wheelchair.

Identifies attractions that can accommodate guests who are able to leave their wheelchair and walk or be assisted by their companion to the ride entrance. This may require navigation of steps or raised ride platforms.

Identifies attractions that can accommodate guests who are able to transfer from a wheelchair to the ride unit or aquatic wheelchair. A Supervising Companion or other member of the guest’s party must assist with the transfer. Park Personnel are not permitted to assist guests with transferring from their wheelchairs.

HEIGHT RESTRICTION KEY
Each attraction height requirement is represented by a Hershey’s candy brand. Guests can stop by any Guest Services location inside Hershey Park to be officially measured and assigned a height category.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Height Requirement</th>
<th>0” to 36”</th>
<th>36” to 42”</th>
<th>42” to 48”</th>
<th>48” to 54”</th>
<th>54” to 60”</th>
<th>60” and over</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Guests must be accompanied by a Supervising Companion.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No hand-held infants.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Must wear a Coast Guard approved life jacket while swimming in this attraction.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Height requirements are posted at each attraction. All guests, including those participating in the Attraction Accessibility Program must meet the height requirements.
From MILD to WILD, our way to rate the attractions!

Please refer to numbers next to each attraction name.

Some rides may appear tame but are actually quite thrilling. The Attraction Rating System allows guests to select attractions based on their experience level, physical condition, and abilities. Every attraction is grouped into one of five categories:

1. **CHILDREN’S ATTRACTIONS** - This is a low-speed, gentle attraction intended for young children and may accommodate Supervising Companions where permitted.

2. **MILD THRILL ATTRACTIONS** - This is a low to medium speed attraction with expected changes in elevation and speed. This attraction may not be intended for unaccompanied children.

3. **MODERATE THRILL ATTRACTIONS** - This is a medium speed attraction where riders may experience unexpected changes in elevation and speed. This attraction may contain moderate twists, turns, bumps, spins, and loops, and requires full rider body control.

4. **HIGH THRILL ATTRACTIONS** - This is a fast paced attraction experience with unexpected changes in speed, direction, and/or elevation. This attraction may contain significant twists, turns, bumps, spins, and loops, and requires full rider body control.

5. **AGGRESSIVE THRILL ATTRACTIONS** - This is a high-speed attraction experience. Riders will experience many unexpected, rapid changes in speed, direction, and/or elevation requiring full rider body control. This attraction is not recommended for guests with physical, cognitive, and/or medical limitations.

Please refer to numbers next to each ride name.

---

**SENSORY INFORMATION SYMBOL KEY**

- **Low light/Dark Space**
- **Above average noise levels**
- **Possible sudden sounds**
- **Bright light/Daylight**
- **Average noise levels**
- **Flashing Effects**
- **Potential to taste or accidentally swallow water**
- **Strobe Lighting**
- **Theatrical Smoke or Fog**
- **Strong smells**

---

**Balloon Flite™**

This is a low-speed elevated, circular ride where riders can pretend to be in a hot air balloon. This ride is reserved for children. Guests need to transfer in and out of the ride. Each guest needs to be able to hold their head upright and have an appropriate center of gravity for bracing to maintain a seated position throughout the ride.

**Health Recommendations:** None

**Height Restrictions:**

**Ride Access:** Non-ambulatory guests should enter through the ride exit after receiving permission from the ride attendant.

**Loose Articles:** Loose articles and hand-held items are not recommended. Food and drinks are not permitted.

**Accessibility:**

**Sensory Information:**

- **Lighting:** Low light/Dark Space
- **Sound:** Above average noise levels, Possible sudden sounds
- **Visual:** Bright light/Daylight
- **Motion:** Flashes, Potential to taste or accidentally swallow water
- **Smell:** Theatrical Smoke or Fog, Strong smells
Bayside Pier

Splash around in our children’s wave pool. Bayside Pier features a small slide and various water elements near the pool edge. Guests must be able to swim. Only appropriate swimwear is permitted on this attraction for all guests. Revealing bathing suits, shorts with rivets, snaps, zippers, metal ornamentation, cutoffs, and jeans are not permitted. The Pennsylvania Department of Health has instituted a maximum number of allowed guests in this attraction. Once this number is achieved a queue will be formed. As guests exit the attraction, additional guests will be permitted to enter. Due to capacity and safety standards, timed swim sessions may be initiated to ensure that each guest may safely enjoy time in this attraction. In an effort to provide the safest and best guest experience, guests of the Miniatures height category must wear a Coast Guard approved life jacket. Weaker swimmers must wear a Coast Guard approved life jacket. Walking surfaces may become hot in the sun. Foot protection is recommended in queues and all walking surfaces.

Maximum Water Depth: 3 1/2 feet

These Health Recommendations apply to the entire attraction:

These Health Recommendations apply to the slide on this attraction:

Height Restrictions:

Ride Access: Non-ambulatory guests may access Bayside Pier from the zero-depth entry points. Guests utilizing ECVs, wheelchairs, or other mobility devices must transfer to an aquatic wheelchair to enter Bayside Pier. Guests may then enter through the blue door after the lifeguard has granted permission.

Weight Limit: There is a 300 lb. weight limit on the slide for this attraction.

Loose Articles: Loose articles and hand-held items are not recommended. Food and drinks are not permitted.

Accessibility: 

Sensory Information: 

Breakers Edge Water Coaster

Breakers Edge Water Coaster is a water ride which mimics similar actions of a traditional roller coaster including sudden drops, and tight turns. Each rider should have the physical abilities to support themselves in an upright riding position, while grasping the handles at all times, during the course of the ride and landing area. Riders will encounter strong acceleration and deceleration forces from the front, rear, and all sides during the ride cycle. The riders sit upright in a raft while holding onto the handles. Each rider needs to be able to hold their head upright and have an appropriate center of gravity for bracing to maintain a seated position throughout the ride and be able to brace for rapid deceleration at the end of the ride. Only appropriate swimwear is permitted on this attraction. Revealing bathing suits, shorts with rivets, snaps, zippers, metal ornamentation, cutoffs, and jeans are not permitted. Individual rafts DO NOT STOP at the loading and unloading locations. If you need the rafts to be stopped, please alert the ride operator. Riders need to transfer in and out of the ride. The combined weight of the riders in one ride vehicle must be between 100 and 700 pounds. Scales are located at the attraction entrance and station. Single riders not permitted and will be paired with another group

Health Recommendations:

Height Restrictions:

Ride Access: Non-ambulatory riders should enter through the ride exit or elevator and contact the ride attendant for assistance.

Weight Limit: The combined weight of the riders in one ride vehicle may not exceed 700 pounds.

Loose Articles: Hand-held items are not permitted while riding the attraction. Food and drinks are not permitted.

If you plan on riding the attraction, only items that can be secured in cargo pockets, a waist pack, or a zipping jacket pocket are permitted provided they do not interfere with the restraint system, proper riding position, or cause a hazard to guests, employees, and/or the attraction. A cargo pocket must fasten with a velcro or button flap or a zipper. A waist pack must fasten around the waist and have a zipper closure.

Eyeglasses, sunglasses, and long hair, clothing, or accessories must be secured.

Loose articles that cannot be secured must be placed in a bag drop area or bin, secured in a locker, or kept with a non-rider.

Accessibility: 

Sensory Information: 

**Carrousel**

This ride is a classic carrousel with 66 horses and two chariots. Riders need to step up onto the ride platform and transfer in and out of chariots or onto the horses. Each rider needs to be able to assume a saddle posture on the horses or hold their head upright and have an appropriate center of gravity for bracing to maintain a seated position while riding in the chariots. Hand-held Infants must ride in the chariots.

**Health Recommendations:** None

**Height Restrictions:**

Non-ambulatory riders should enter through the accessible entrance after receiving permission from the ride attendant. One chariot is accessible and can accommodate one wheelchair or mobility device.

**Loose Articles:** Loose articles and hand-held items are not recommended. Food and drinks are not permitted.

**Accessibility:**

**Sensory Information:**

This ride accommodates service animals in the chariots only.

**Coal Cracker**

This is a water, log flume with two inclines and one drop. This ride is not accessible to riders using wheelchairs. Riders must use a stairway to gain access to the ride platform. Riders must step down into the boat and straddle a bench seat while holding onto side handrails. Each rider needs to be able to hold their head upright and have an appropriate center of gravity for bracing to maintain a seated position throughout the ride cycle. Riders may get wet.

**Health Recommendations:**

**Height Restrictions:**

**Ride Access:** Non-ambulatory riders should enter through the ride exit (staircase) and contact a ride attendant for assistance.

**Loose Articles:** Loose articles and hand-held items are not recommended. Food and drinks are not permitted.

**Accessibility:**

**Sensory Information:**
Coastline Plunge™

Coastline Plunge consists of six separate water slides that require tubes. Hydro, Pipeline, Riptide, and Surge are enclosed water slides that consist of twists and turns. Vortex is a large bowl slide, which is partially enclosed where you ride in circles in the bowl. Whirlwind is large slide that looks like a funnel, which is partially enclosed, you ride back and forth in the “funnel.” Coastline Plunge water slides are not accessible by wheelchair; the queue for this attraction includes a flight of stairs. All slides exit into a 3 1/2 foot splash pool of water. Riders who ride must be able to swim. Riders need to transfer in and out of the tube. The riders sit upright in a tube while holding onto the handles. Each rider needs to be able to hold their head upright and have an appropriate center of gravity for bracing to maintain a seated position throughout the ride and be able to brace for entering the splash pool at the end of the ride. Only appropriate swimwear is permitted on this attraction for all riders. Revealing bathing suits, shorts with rivets, snaps, zippers, metal ornamentation, cutoffs, and jeans are not permitted.

**Maximum Water Depth**: 3 1/2 feet

**Health Recommendations**: 🎁 ⛔️ 🎁

**Height Restrictions for Hydro, Pipeline, Riptide, and Surge**: 🎁 🎁 🎁 🎁

**Height Restrictions for Vortex and Whirlwind**: 🎁 🎁 🎁

**Ride Access**: Coastline Plunge is not accessible by wheelchair or other mobility device. Non-ambulatory riders must enter through the ride entrance which includes a flight of stairs. Riders with disabilities who wish to experience the Coastline Plunge ride must wait in line and carry the tube.

**Weight Limit**: There is a 250lb. weight limit on the single tubes and 400 lb. weight limit on the double tubes. There is a 400 lb. weight limit on the green Whirly Wheel tubes.

**Loose Articles**: Hand-held items are not permitted while riding the attraction. Food and drinks are not permitted.

If you plan on riding the attraction, only items that can be secured in cargo pockets, a waist pack, or a zipping jacket pocket are permitted provided they do not interfere with the restraint system, proper riding position, or cause a hazard to guests, employees, and/or the attraction. A cargo pocket must fasten with a velcro or button flap or a zipper. A waist pack must fasten around the waist and have a zipper closure.

Eyeglasses, sunglasses, and long hair, clothing, or accessories must be secured.

Loose articles that cannot be secured must be placed in a bag drop area or bin, secured in a locker, or kept with a non-rider.

**Accessibility**: 🔄

**Sensory Information**: 🎈 🕵️

Cocoa Cruiser™

This ride is a steel coaster for families to enjoy. This coaster features a 12-foot drop and mild turns and speeds. Each rider needs to be able to hold their head upright and have an appropriate center of gravity for bracing to maintain a seated position throughout the ride cycle.

**Health Recommendations**: 🎁 ⛔️ 🎁

**Height Restrictions**: 🎁

**Ride Access**: Non-ambulatory riders should enter through the exit and contact a ride attendant for assistance.

**Loose Articles**: Hand-held items are not permitted while riding the attraction. Food and drinks are not permitted.

If you plan on riding the attraction, only items that can be secured in cargo pockets, a waist pack, or a zipping jacket pocket are permitted provided they do not interfere with the restraint system, proper riding position, or cause a hazard to guests, employees, and/or the attraction. A cargo pocket must fasten with a velcro or button flap or a zipper. A waist pack must fasten around the waist and have a zipper closure.

Eyeglasses, sunglasses, and long hair, clothing, or accessories must be secured.

Loose articles that cannot be secured must be placed in a bag drop area or bin, secured in a locker, or kept with a non-rider.

**Accessibility**: 🔄

**Sensory Information**: 🎈 🕵️
Comet™

This is a wooden coaster with a 96-foot drop and a 60-foot drop, reaching speeds of 50 mph. Riders need to transfer in and out of cars. Riders need to be able to hold their heads upright and have an appropriate center of gravity for bracing to maintain a seated position for the duration of a fast ride, and be able to brace for possible rapid deceleration.

Health Recommendations:

Height Restrictions:

Ride Access: Non-ambulatory riders should enter through the ride exit and contact the ride attendant for assistance. Ambulatory riders will enter through the Fast Track entrance at the front of the attraction.

Loose Articles: Hand-held items are not permitted while riding the attraction. Food and drinks are not permitted.

If you plan on riding the attraction, only items that can be secured in cargo pockets, a waist pack, or a zipping jacket pocket are permitted provided they do not interfere with the restraint system, proper riding position, or cause a hazard to guests, employees, and/or the attraction. A cargo pocket must fasten with a velcro or button flap or a zipper. A waist pack must fasten around the waist and have a zipper closure.

Eyeglasses, sunglasses, and long hair, clothing, or accessories must be secured.

Loose articles that cannot be secured must be placed in a bag drop area or bin, secured in a locker, or kept with a non-rider.

Accessibility:

Sensory Information: 🌟 ⚡ 📺

Convoy™

This is a miniature truck flat ride. This ride is reserved for children and one taller Supervising Companion. Riders need to transfer in and out of the ride. Each rider needs to be able to hold their head upright and have an appropriate center of gravity for bracing to maintain a seated position throughout the ride cycle.

Health Recommendations: None

Height Restrictions:

Ride Access: Non-ambulatory riders should enter through the ride exit after receiving permission from the ride attendant.

Weight Limit: The combined weight of riders in one vehicle must not exceed 440 pounds.

Loose Articles: Loose articles and hand-held items are not recommended. Food and drinks are not permitted.

Accessibility:

Sensory Information: 🌟 ⚡ 📺
Dizzy Drums™

This is a flat, circular ride with individual cars that can be spun while the entire ride rotates. This ride is reserved for children. Each rider needs to be able to hold their head upright and have an appropriate center of gravity for bracing to maintain a seated position throughout the ride cycle.

Health Recommendations: None

Height Restrictions:

Ride Access: Non-ambulatory riders should enter through the ride exit after receiving permission from the ride attendant.

Loose Articles: Loose articles and hand-held items are not recommended. Food and drinks are not permitted.

Accessibility:  

Sensory Information:  

Dry Gulch Railroad™

This ride consists of two smaller scale steam engine trains. The rear car of one train is wheelchair accessible; however, riders must transfer into and out of the other seats of the trains. Each rider needs to be able to hold their head upright and have an appropriate center of gravity for bracing to maintain a seated position throughout the ride cycle.

Health Recommendations: None

Height Restrictions:

Ride Access: Non-ambulatory riders should enter through the ride exit after receiving permission from the ride attendant.

Loose Articles: Loose articles and hand-held items are not recommended. Food and drinks are not permitted.

Accessibility:  

Sensory Information:  

This attraction accommodates service animals.

East Coast Waterworks™

East Coast Waterworks features six slides, crawl tunnels, nearly 200 interactive water toys, and more than 54,000 gallons of wet, refreshing fun for all ages. Each water slide on the attraction has its own height restriction, which is displayed at the entrance of each slide. Please ask a lifeguard for specific height restrictions for each slide. Each guest needs to be able to hold their head upright while in the seated position and have an appropriate center of gravity for bracing to maintain a seated position throughout the ride and be able to brace for deceleration in the slide run-out. Only appropriate swimwear is permitted on this attraction for all guests. Revealing bathing suits, shorts with rivets, snaps, zippers, metal ornamentation, cutoffs, and jeans are not permitted. The Pennsylvania Department of Health has instituted a maximum number of allowed guests in this attraction. Once this number is achieved a queue will be formed. As guests exit the attraction, additional guests will be permitted to enter.

These Health Recommendations apply to the entire attraction:

These Health Recommendations apply to the slides on this attraction:

Height Restrictions:

Ride Access: Non-ambulatory guests may access East Coast Waterworks from the zero-depth entry points. Guests utilizing Electric Convenience Vehicles, wheelchairs, or mobility devices must transfer to an aquatic wheelchair to enter East Coast Waterworks. The East Coast Waterworks structure is not accessible by wheelchair. Guests may enter through the blue door after the lifeguard has granted permission.

Weight Limit: There is a 300 lb. weight limit for use on the slides for this attraction.

Loose Articles: Loose articles and hand-held items are not recommended. Food and drinks are not permitted. Shoes are not permitted on the slides. Approved styles of aquatic footwear are permitted on the structure and in the water play area.

Accessibility:  

Sensory Information:  

This attraction accommodates service animals.
**Fahrenheit®**

This is a vertical lift looping coaster that ascends 121 feet before plummeting down a 97-degree drop. Riders must transfer in and out of cars. Each rider needs to be able to hold their head upright and have an appropriate center of gravity for bracing to maintain a seated position for the duration of a fast ride, and be able to brace for possible rapid deceleration. Riders with prosthetic legs should refer to the Prosthetics section on page 10.

**Health Recommendations:**

**Height Restrictions:**

**Ride Access:** Non-ambulatory riders should enter through the ride entrance and contact the ride attendant on the upper platform for assistance. Ambulatory riders will enter through the Fast Track entrance at the front of the attraction.

**Loose Articles:** Hand-held items are not permitted while riding the attraction. Food and drinks are not permitted.

If you plan on riding the attraction, only items that can be secured in cargo pockets, a waist pack, or a zipping jacket pocket are permitted provided they do not interfere with the restraint system, proper riding position, or cause a hazard to guests, employees, and/or the attraction. A cargo pocket must fasten with a velcro or button flap or a zipper. A waist pack must fasten around the waist and have a zipper closure.

Eyeglasses, sunglasses, and long hair, clothing, or accessories must be secured.

Loose articles that cannot be secured must be placed in a bag drop area or bin, secured in a locker, or kept with a non-rider.

**Accessibility:**

**Sensory Information:**

---

**Fender Bender™**

This is a bumper car ride. Riders may be jostled due to the nature of the ride. Riders need to transfer in and out of the cars. Each rider needs to be able to hold their head upright and have an appropriate center of gravity for bracing to maintain a seated position for the duration of a fast ride, and be able to brace for possible rapid deceleration. Riders of the Reese’s® height category are permitted to ride as a passenger as long as a guest of the Hershey’s® Bar, Twizzlers®, or Jolly Rancher® height category accompanies them as a driver.

**Health Recommendations:**

**Height Restrictions:**

**Ride Access:** Non-ambulatory riders should enter through the accessible gate on the left side of the building near the ride exit after receiving permission from the ride attendant.

**Weight Limit:** The combined weight of the riders in one ride vehicle may not exceed 340 pounds.

**Loose Articles:** Hand-held items are not permitted while riding the attraction. Food and drinks are not permitted.

**Accessibility:**

**Sensory Information:**
Ferris Wheel

This ride is an upright rotating wheel that rises nearly 100 feet above the ground. Riders need to transfer in and out of the gondolas. Each rider needs to be able to hold their head upright and have an appropriate center of gravity for bracing to maintain a seated position throughout the ride cycle. Single riders are not permitted to ride.

Health Recommendations: 🍂❤️💧

Height Restrictions:

Ride Access: Non-ambulatory riders should enter through the ride exit and contact the ride attendant for assistance.

Loose Articles: Hand-held items are not permitted while riding the attraction. Food and drinks are not permitted.

Accessibility: 🟢

Sensory Information: 🌞▌▌▌

This attraction accommodates service animals.

Frog Hopper

This is a ride in which passengers are vertically lifted up and “hopped” down to their descent. This ride is reserved for children and one taller Supervising Companion. Riders need to transfer in and out of the ride. Each rider needs to be able to hold their head upright and have an appropriate center of gravity for bracing to maintain a seated position throughout the ride cycle.

Health Recommendations: 🌐❤️💧

Height Restrictions:

Ride Access: Non-ambulatory riders should enter through the ride exit after receiving permission from the ride attendant.

Loose Articles: Hand-held items are not permitted while riding the attraction. Food and drinks are not permitted.

If you plan on riding the attraction, only items that can be secured in cargo pockets, a waist pack, or a zipping jacket pocket are permitted provided they do not interfere with the restraint system, proper riding position, or cause a hazard to guests, employees, and/or the attraction. A cargo pocket must fasten with a velcro or button flap or a zipper. A waist pack must fasten around the waist and have a zipper closure.

Eyeglasses, sunglasses, and long hair, clothing, or accessories must be secured. Loose articles that cannot be secured must be placed in a bag drop area or bin, secured in a locker, or kept with a non-rider.

Accessibility: 🟢

Sensory Information: 🌞▌▌▌
Frontier Flyers℠

This is an interactive passenger swing ride allowing riders to navigate through the air deciding how high their flyer will fly by moving the front fin. Riders must transfer in and out of the car and sit on a bench seat. Each rider needs to be able to hold their head upright and have an appropriate center of gravity for bracing to maintain a seated position for the duration of a fast ride, and be able to brace for possible rapid deceleration.

**Health Recommendations:**

**Height Restrictions:**

**Ride Access:** Non-ambulatory riders should enter through the accessible gate to the right of the ride entrance after receiving permission from the ride attendant.

**Weight Limit:** There is a 340 lb. weight limit per carrier on this attraction.

**Loose Articles:** Hand-held items are not permitted while riding the attraction. Food and drinks are not permitted.

**Accessibility:**

**Sensory Information:**

Granny Bugs℠

This circular flat ride that spins slowly. This ride is reserved for children. Riders need to transfer in and out of the ride. Each rider needs to be able to hold their head upright and have an appropriate center of gravity for bracing to maintain a seated position throughout the ride cycle.

**Health Recommendations:** None

**Height Restrictions:**

**Ride Access:** Non-ambulatory riders should enter through the ride exit after receiving permission from the ride attendant.

**Loose Articles:** Hand-held items are not permitted while riding the attraction. Food and drinks are not permitted.

**Accessibility:**

**Sensory Information:**
Great Bear®

This is an inverted steel coaster with a 125 foot first hill drop. It loops and twists; reaching speeds of 61 mph. Riders need to transfer in and out of cars. Each rider needs to be able to hold their head upright and have an appropriate center of gravity for bracing to maintain a seated position for the duration of a fast ride, and be able to brace for possible rapid deceleration. Riders must sit in an upright position with their feet dangling below them. Riders with prosthetic legs must remove them in order to ride. Please refer to the Prosthetics section on page 10.

Health Recommendations:  
Height Restrictions:  

Ride Access: Non-ambulatory riders should enter through the ride exit and contact the ride attendant for assistance. Ambulatory guests will enter through the Fast Track entrance at the front of the attraction.

Loose Articles: Hand-held items are not permitted while riding the attraction. Food and drinks are not permitted.

If you plan on riding the attraction, only items that can be secured in cargo pockets, a waist pack, or a zipping jacket pocket are permitted provided they do not interfere with the restraint system, proper riding position, or cause a hazard to guests, employees, and/or the attraction. A cargo pocket must fasten with a velcro or button flap or a zipper. A waist pack must fasten around the waist and have a zipper closure.

Eyeglasses, sunglasses, and long hair, clothing, or accessories must be secured.

Loose articles that cannot be secured must be placed in a bag drop area or bin, secured in a locker, or kept with a non-rider.

Accessibility:  
Sensory Information:  

Helicopters presented by Penn State Health

This is a circular ride that riders can control the up/down movement of the Helicopter. This ride is reserved for children. Riders need to transfer in and out of the ride. Each rider needs to be able to hold their head upright and have an appropriate center of gravity for bracing to maintain a seated position throughout the ride cycle.

Health Recommendations: None

Height Restrictions:

Ride Access: Non-ambulatory riders should enter through the ride exit after receiving permission from the ride attendant.

Loose Articles: Hand-held items are not permitted while riding the attraction. Food and drinks are not permitted.

Accessibility:

Sensory Information:  

MILK CHOCOLATE  
Hershey's®  
Kisses  
Reese's  
Hershey's®
**Hershey Triple Tower**

This is a drop tower attraction, offering three options of thrill. The Hershey’s Kisses Tower stands 80 feet high, and the Reese’s Tower stands 131 feet high. Both offer two exhilarating cycles of positive and negative G forces. The Hershey’s Tower stands 189 feet high, offering unique experiences. Riders rocket to the top and drop back to the bottom at up to 45 mph. Riders must have the ability to brace themselves upright in the seat and support their head and neck during the ride movements without the aid of other guests or devices. Riders must have the body and spinal control to maintain this posture during drops, bumps, or other movements of the ride cycle. Guests with casts or hard braces are not permitted to ride. Guests must have one naturally occurring arm with at least three fingers in order to ride. Riders with prosthetic devices should refer to the prosthetics section on page 10.

**Health Recommendations:**

**Height Restrictions:**

**Ride Access:** Non-ambulatory riders should enter through the Fast Track entrance at the front of the attraction and contact the ride attendant for assistance.

**Weight Limit:** This attraction has a weight limit of 300 lbs per seat.

**Loose Articles:** Hand-held items are not permitted while riding the attraction. Food and drinks are not permitted.

If you plan on riding the attraction, only items that can be secured in cargo pockets, a waist pack, or a zipping jacket pocket are permitted provided they do not interfere with the restraint system, proper riding position, or cause a hazard to guests, employees, and/or the attraction. A cargo pocket must fasten with a velcro or button flap or a zip. A waist pack must fasten around the waist and have a zipper closure.

Eyeglasses, sunglasses, and long hair, clothing, or accessories must be secured.

Loose articles that cannot be secured must be placed in a bag drop area or bin, secured in a locker, or kept with a non-rider.

**Accessibility:**

**Sensory Information:**

---

**Intercoastal Waterway**

Riders in tubes experience 1,360 feet of slow, winding water on a river that passes under bridges and waterfalls. Water depth is 2.5 feet. In an effort to provide the safest and best guest experience, riders of the Miniatures height category must wear a life jacket and must be accompanied by a responsible Supervising Companion who can swim. Riders must be able to swim. Weaker swimmers must wear a life jacket. Guests need to transfer in and out of a tube. The riders sit upright in a Coast Guard approved tube while holding on to the handles. Each rider needs to be able to hold their head upright and have an appropriate center of gravity for bracing to maintain a seated position throughout the ride cycle.

Only appropriate swimwear is permitted on the attraction for all riders. Revealing bathing suits, shorts with rivets, snaps, zippers, metal ornamentation, cutoffs, and jeans are not permitted.

**Maximum Water Depth:** 2 1/2 feet

**Health Recommendations:**

**Height Restrictions:**

**Ride Access:** Non-ambulatory riders may access this attraction from zero-depth entry points at the Intercoastal Waterway entrance. Riders must transfer into a tube to enter this attraction and be able to swim. Tubes with seat buttons are available upon request.

**Weight Limit:** This attraction has a weight limit of 300 lbs per seat.

**Loose Articles:** Hand-held items are not permitted while riding the attraction. Food and drinks are not permitted.

**Accessibility:**

**Sensory Information:**

---
**Jolly Rancher Remix℠**

This is a steel, forward and backward looping coaster, with a height of 105 feet, six loops, and speeds of 55 mph. The riders sit in an upright position with a shoulder harness brought down over their heads. Guests need to transfer in and out of cars. Each guest needs to be able to hold their head upright and have an appropriate center of gravity for bracing to maintain a seated position for the duration of a fast ride, and be able to brace for possible rapid deceleration.

**Health Recommendations:**

**Height Restrictions:**

**Ride Access:** Non-ambulatory guests should enter through the ride exit and contact the ride attendant for assistance. Ambulatory guests will enter through the Fast Track entrance at the front of the attraction.

**Loose Articles:** Hand-held items are not permitted while riding the attraction. Food and drinks are not permitted.

If you plan on riding the attraction, only items that can be secured in cargo pockets, a waist pack, or a zipping jacket pocket are permitted provided they do not interfere with the restraint system, proper riding position, or cause a hazard to guests, employees, and/or the attraction. A cargo pocket must fasten with a velcro or button flap or a zipper. A waist pack must fasten around the waist and have a zipper closure.

Eyeglasses, sunglasses, and long hair, clothing, or accessories must be secured. Loose articles that cannot be secured must be placed in a bag drop area or bin, secured in a locker, or kept with a non-rider.

**Accessibility:**

**Sensory Information:**

This attraction accommodates service animals.

---

**Kissing Tower®**

This ride is a rotating tower with Hershey’s Kisses®-shaped windows. The cabin rises to a height of 250 feet. Riders need to transfer onto the bench-like seat inside the cabin. Each rider needs to be able to hold their head upright and have an appropriate center of gravity for bracing to maintain a seated position throughout the ride cycle.

**Health Recommendations:**

**Height Restrictions:**

**Ride Access:** Non-ambulatory riders should enter through the ride exit after receiving permission from the ride attendant.

**Loose Articles:** Hand-held items are not permitted while riding the attraction. Food and drinks are not permitted.

**Accessibility:**

**Sensory Information:**

This attraction accommodates service animals.
Laff Trakk™

This ride is an indoor, dark, spinning coaster in which independently rotating cars travel along a coaster track. Riders need to transfer in and out of the ride cars. Each rider needs to be able to hold their head upright and have an appropriate center of gravity for bracing to maintain a seated position during a fast ride, and be able to brace for rapid deceleration. Riders with conditions that may be triggered by strobe or chasing lighting effects should not ride. Riders under 5 years of age may not ride. This ride may not accommodate riders of exceptional size (height/weight). Riders taller than 6’4” may not be accommodated. Riders with prosthetic legs should refer to the prosthesis section on page 10.

Health Recommendations: 🏥 ☕️ 🍁 ☀️ 🥥

Height Restrictions:

Ride Access: Non-ambulatory riders should enter through the Fast Track entrance. The queue is accessible for mobility devices.

Weight Limit: Maximum weight per car is 705 pounds.

Loose Articles: Hand-held items are not permitted while riding the attraction. Food and drinks are not permitted.

If you plan on riding the attraction, only items that can be secured in cargo pockets, a waist pack, or a zipping jacket pocket are permitted provided they do not interfere with the restraint system, proper riding position, or cause a hazard to guests, employees, and/or the attraction. A cargo pocket must fasten with a velcro or button flap or a zipper. A waist pack must fasten around the waist and have a zipper closure.

Eyeglasses, sunglasses, and long hair, clothing, or accessories must be secured. Loose articles that cannot be secured must be placed in a bag drop area or bin, secured in a locker, or kept with a non-rider.

Accessibility: 🚶‍♂️

Sensory Information: 📸 ☀️ 🔥 🔊

Lightning Racer®

This ride is a dueling wooden roller coaster with a 90-foot drop reaching more than 50 mph. Riders need to transfer in and out of cars. Each rider needs to be able to hold their head upright and have an appropriate center of gravity for bracing to maintain a seated position for the duration of a fast ride, and be able to brace for possible rapid deceleration.

Health Recommendations: 🏥 ☕️ 🍁 ☀️ 🥥

Height Restrictions:

Ride Access: Non-ambulatory riders should enter through the ride exit, and receive permission to enter the ride area from the ride attendant. Ambulatory riders will enter through the Fast Track entrance at the front of the attraction.

Loose Articles: Hand-held items are not permitted while riding the attraction. Food and drinks are not permitted.

If you plan on riding the attraction, only items that can be secured in cargo pockets, a waist pack, or a zipping jacket pocket are permitted provided they do not interfere with the restraint system, proper riding position, or cause a hazard to guests, employees, and/or the attraction. A cargo pocket must fasten with a velcro or button flap or a zipper. A waist pack must fasten around the waist and have a zipper closure.

Eyeglasses, sunglasses, and long hair, clothing, or accessories must be secured. Loose articles that cannot be secured must be placed in a bag drop area or bin, secured in a locker, or kept with a non-rider.

Accessibility: 🚶‍♂️

Sensory Information: 📸 ☀️ 🔥 🔊
**Livery Stables**

This ride is a miniature carousel of horses that slowly rotates in a circle. This ride is reserved for children. Riders need to transfer in and out of the ride. Each rider needs to be able to hold their head upright and have an appropriate center of gravity for bracing to maintain a seated position throughout the ride cycle.

**Health Recommendations:** None

**Height Restrictions:**

**Ride Access:** Non-ambulatory riders should enter through the ride exit after receiving permission from the ride attendant.

**Loose Articles:** Hand-held items are not permitted while riding the attraction. Food and drinks are not permitted.

**Accessibility:**

**Sensory Information:**

---

**Mini Pirate**

This ride is a miniature ship that swings back and forth giving riders a feeling of weightlessness. This ride is reserved for children. Riders need to transfer in and out of the ride. Each rider needs to be able to hold their head upright and have an appropriate center of gravity for bracing to maintain a seated position throughout the ride cycle.

**Health Recommendations:** None

**Height Restrictions:**

**Ride Access:** Non-ambulatory riders should enter through the ride exit after receiving permission from the ride attendant.

**Loose Articles:** Hand-held items are not permitted while riding the attraction. Food and drinks are not permitted.

**Accessibility:**

**Sensory Information:**

---

**Mini-Himalaya**

This is a flat, circular ride that spins with a wave-like motion. This ride is reserved for children and one taller Supervising Companion. Riders need to transfer onto the bench-like seat. Each rider needs to be able to hold their head upright and have an appropriate center of gravity for bracing to maintain a seated position throughout the ride cycle.

**Health Recommendations:** None

**Height Restrictions:**

**Ride Access:** Non-ambulatory riders should enter through the ride exit after receiving permission from the ride attendant.

**Weight Limit:** Maximum combined weight limit per ride vehicle is 300 pounds.

**Loose Articles:** Hand-held items are not permitted while riding the attraction. Food and drinks are not permitted.

**Accessibility:**

**Sensory Information:**

---

**Mini Scrambler**

This is a flat, circular ride with individual arms holding cars that rotate while the entire ride rotates. This ride is reserved for children. Riders need to transfer in and out of the ride. Each rider needs to be able to hold their head upright and have an appropriate center of gravity for bracing to maintain a seated position throughout the ride cycle.

**Health Recommendations:** None

**Height Restrictions:**

**Ride Access:** Non-ambulatory riders should enter through the ride exit after receiving permission from the ride attendant.

**Loose Articles:** Hand-held items are not permitted while riding the attraction. Food and drinks are not permitted.

**Accessibility:**

**Sensory Information:**
**Minty Bees**

This is a flat, circular ride that spins slowly. This ride is reserved for children. Riders need to transfer in and out of the ride. Each rider needs to be able to hold their head upright and have an appropriate center of gravity for bracing to maintain a seated position throughout the ride cycle.

**Health Recommendations:** None

**Height Restrictions:**

**Ride Access:** Non-ambulatory riders should enter through the ride exit after receiving permission from the ride attendant.

**Loose Articles:** Hand-held items are not permitted while riding the attraction. Food and drinks are not permitted.

**Accessibility:**

**Sensory Information:**

---

**Mix’d Flavored By Jolly Rancher**

Mix’d is a family thrill ride in which 4 arms rotate in fast intermeshing orbits. Eight gondolas at the end of the arms always remain upright. The arms swing about horizontal axes in a circular motion while the central tower rotates around itself. Riders must transfer in and out of the car and sit in individual seats. Each rider needs to be able to hold their head upright and have an appropriate center of gravity for bracing to maintain a seated position throughout the ride cycle.

A rider who is both visually and hearing impaired is not permitted to ride this attraction.

Riders must have one naturally occurring arm, forearm, and hand in order to ride. Riders must have one naturally occurring leg and foot in order to ride. Riders wearing a lower prosthetic device must remove it prior to riding.

**Height Restrictions:**

**Ride Access:** Must Transfer from Wheelchair/ECV.

**Weight Limit:** This ride may not accommodate riders of a larger size (height and/or weight) due to the configuration of the safety restraint system.

**Loose Articles:** Hand-held items are not permitted while riding the attraction. Food and drinks are not permitted.

If you plan on riding the attraction, only items that can be secured in cargo pockets, a waist pack, or a zipping jacket pocket are permitted provided they do not interfere with the restraint system, proper riding position, or cause a hazard to guests, employees, and/or the attraction. A cargo pocket must fasten with a velcro or button flap or a zipper. A waist pack must fasten around the waist and have a zipper closure.

Eyeglasses, sunglasses, and long hair, clothing, or accessories must be secured. Loose articles that cannot be secured must be placed in a bag drop area or bin, secured in a locker, or kept with a non-rider.

**Accessibility:**

**Sensory Information:**
Monorail

This ride is an elevated train that offers riders an audio tour while viewing Hersheypark, ZooAmerica, and the town of Hershey. Riders need to transfer in and out of the bench-like seat inside the train. Each rider needs to be able to hold their head upright and have an appropriate center of gravity for bracing to maintain a seated position throughout the ride.

Health Recommendations: *

Height Restrictions: *

Ride Access: Non-ambulatory riders should enter through the standard exit ramp. At the top of the ramp, please see the ride attendant for assistance.

Loose Articles: Hand-held items are not permitted while riding the attraction. Food and drinks are not permitted.

Accessibility:  

Sensory Information:  

This attraction accommodates service animals.

Music Express™

This is a circular ride that spins with a wave-like motion. Riders must transfer in and out of the car. Each rider needs to be able to hold their head upright and have an appropriate center of gravity for bracing to maintain a seated position for the duration of a fast ride, and be able to brace for possible rapid deceleration.

Health Recommendations: *

Height Restrictions: *

Ride Access: Non-ambulatory riders should enter through the ride exit after receiving permission from the ride attendant.

Weight Limit: The combined weight of riders in a ride vehicle may not exceed 492lbs.

Loose Articles: Hand-held items are not permitted while riding the attraction. Food and drinks are not permitted.

If you plan on riding the attraction, only items that can be secured in cargo pockets, a waist pack, or a zipping jacket pocket are permitted provided they do not interfere with the restraint system, proper riding position, or cause a hazard to guests, employees, and/or the attraction. A cargo pocket must fasten with a velcro or button flap or a zipper. A waist pack must fasten around the waist and have a zipper closure.

Eyeglasses, sunglasses, and long hair, clothing, or accessories must be secured.

Loose articles that cannot be secured must be placed in a bag drop area or bin, secured in a locker, or kept with a non-rider.

Accessibility:  

Sensory Information:  

This attraction accommodates service animals.
**Pony Parade**

This is a flat, circular ride that spins slowly. This ride is reserved for children. Riders need to transfer in and out of the ride. Each rider needs to be able to hold their head upright and have an appropriate center of gravity for bracing to maintain a seated position throughout the ride cycle.

**Health Recommendations:** None

**Height Restrictions:**

**Ride Access:** Non-ambulatory riders should enter through the ride exit after receiving permission from the ride attendant.

**Loose Articles:** Hand-held items are not permitted while riding the attraction. Food and drinks are not permitted.

**Accessibility:**

**Sensory Information:**

**Red Baron**

This is a circular ride which riders can control the up/down movement of the plane. This ride is reserved for children. Riders need to transfer in and out of the ride. Each rider needs to be able to hold their head upright and have an appropriate center of gravity for bracing to maintain a seated position throughout the ride cycle.

**Health Recommendations:** None

**Height Restrictions:**

**Ride Access:** Non-ambulatory riders should enter through the ride exit after receiving permission from the ride attendant.

**Loose Articles:** Hand-held items are not permitted while riding the attraction. Food and drinks are not permitted.

**Accessibility:**

**Sensory Information:**
Reese's Cupfusion

This ride is an interactive dark ride in which independently rotating cars travel through competitive gaming zones. Riders need to transfer in and out of the ride cars. Each rider needs to be able to hold their head upright and have an appropriate center of gravity for bracing to maintain a seated position throughout the ride cycle. This ride may not accommodate riders of exceptional size (height and/or weight) due to the configuration of the safety restraint system. Riders with conditions that may be triggered by strobe or chasing lighting effects should not ride.

Health Recommendations:

Height Restrictions:

Ride Access: Non-ambulatory riders will enter through the souvenir shop at the attraction exit. Abulatory guests should enter through the Fast Track entrance.

Loose Articles: Hand-held items are not permitted while riding the attraction. Food and drinks are not permitted.

Accessibility:

Sensory Information:

Sandcastle Cove

This attraction is a water area designed for children. The area around the sandcastle consists of water features for guest interaction. The sandcastle itself has two small water slides and a small tipping bucket that intermittently drops water on the guests below. Only appropriate swimwear is permitted on this attraction for all guests. Revealing bathing suits, shorts with rivets, snaps, zippers, metal ornamentation, cutoffs, and jeans are not permitted. The Pennsylvania Department of Health has instituted a maximum number of allowed guests in this attraction. Once this number is achieved, a queue will be formed. As guests exit the attraction, additional guests will be permitted to enter. Due to capacity and safety standards, timed swim sessions may be initiated to ensure that each guest may safely enjoy time in this attraction. Walking surfaces may become hot in the sun. Foot protection is recommended in queues and all walking surfaces.

Maximum Water Depth: 1 1/2 feet

Health Recommendations:

Height Restrictions:

Ride Access: Non-ambulatory guests may access Sandcastle Cove from the zero-depth entry points. Guests utilizing wheelchairs or other mobility devices must transfer to an aquatic wheelchair and enter through the blue door after the Lifeguard has granted permission to enter.

Loose Articles: Hand-held items are not permitted while riding the attraction. Food and drinks are not permitted.

Accessibility:

Sensory Information:
Scrambler<sup>SM</sup>

This is a flat, circular ride with three individual arms holding four cars each that rotate while the entire ride rotates. Riders need to transfer in and out of the bench-like seat inside the ride. Riders must step up to get into the car. Each rider needs to be able to hold their head upright and have an appropriate center of gravity for bracing to maintain a seated position throughout the ride cycle.

**Health Recommendations:**

**Height Restrictions:**

**Ride Access:** Non-ambulatory riders should enter through the exit gate after receiving permission from the ride attendant.

**Loose Articles:** Hand-held items are not permitted while riding the attraction. Food and drinks are not permitted.

**Accessibility:**

**Sensory Information:**

Shoreline Sprayground<sup>SM</sup>

This all-ages zero depth water fun playground features misters, bubblers, dancing fountains, spraying jets, water curtains, and a drenching tipping bucket - all surrounded by shaded seating for rest and relaxation.

**Health Recommendations:**

**Height Restrictions:**

**Ride Access:** Non-ambulatory guests may access Shoreline Sprayground from the zero-depth entry points. Guests utilizing wheelchairs or other mobility devices must transfer to an aquatic wheelchair to enter Shoreline Sprayground.

**Loose Articles:** Hand-held items are not permitted while riding the attraction. Food and drinks are not permitted.

**Accessibility:**

**Sensory Information:**
**Skyrush**

This is a steel coaster, with a height of 200 feet. This is a very aggressive ride with four high speed/high banked turns, five airtime hills, and speeds of 75 mph. Riders need to transfer in and out of cars. Each rider needs to be able to hold their head upright firmly against the headrest and have an appropriate center of gravity for bracing to maintain a seated position for the duration of a fast ride, and be able to brace for rapid deceleration. Riders with prosthetic legs must remove them in order to ride. Riders with casts or hard braces will not be permitted to ride. Please refer to the Prosthetics section on page 10. This ride may not accommodate riders of exceptional size (height/weight). Riders taller than 6’5” may not be accommodated.

**Health Recommendations:**

- **Height Restrictions:**

**Ride Access:** Non-ambulatory riders should enter through the ride elevator and contact the ride attendant for assistance. Ambulatory guests will enter through the Fast Track entrance at the front of the attraction.

**Loose Articles:** Hand-held items are not permitted while riding the attraction. Food and drinks are not permitted.

If you plan on riding the attraction, only items that can be secured in cargo pockets, a waist pack, or a zipping jacket pocket are permitted provided they do not interfere with the restraint system, proper riding position, or cause a hazard to guests, employees, and/or the attraction. A cargo pocket must fasten with a velcro or button flap or a zipper. A waist pack must fasten around the waist and have a zipper closure.

Eyeglasses, sunglasses, and long hair, clothing, or accessories must be secured.

Loose articles that cannot be secured must be placed in a bag drop area or bin, secured in a locker, or kept with a non-rider.

**Accessibility:**

- **Sensory Information:**

---

**Skyview**

This is an aerial round-trip gondola ride. Riders must sit in an upright position with their feet dangling below them. Individual cars DO NOT STOP at the loading and unloading locations. If you need the cars to be stopped, please alert the ride operator. Riders need to transfer in and out of the bench-like seat. Each rider needs to be able to hold their head upright and have an appropriate center of gravity for bracing to maintain a seated position throughout the ride cycle.

**Health Recommendations:**

- **Height Restrictions:**

**Ride Access:** Non-ambulatory riders should enter through the accessible gate to the right of the entrance after receiving permission from the ride attendant.

**Weight Limit:** The combined weight of the riders in one (1) ride vehicle may not exceed 500 pounds.

**Loose Articles:** Hand-held items are not permitted while riding the attraction. Food and drinks are not permitted.

**Accessibility:**

**Sensory Information:**
sooperdooperLooper®

This is a steel, single loop coaster with an 81 foot drop, two tight spirals, and speeds of 45 mph. Riders need to transfer in and out of cars. Each rider needs to be able to hold their head upright and have an appropriate center of gravity for bracing to maintain a seated position for the duration of a fast ride, and be able to brace for possible rapid deceleration. Riders with casts or hard braces are not permitted to ride.

Health Recommendations:  

Height Restrictions:  

Ride Access: Non-ambulatory riders should enter through the elevator and contact the ride attendant for assistance. Ambulatory riders will enter through the Fast Track entrance at the front of the attraction.

Loose Articles: Hand-held items are not permitted while riding the attraction. Food and drinks are not permitted.

If you plan on riding the attraction, only items that can be secured in cargo pockets, a waist pack, or a zipping jacket pocket are permitted provided they do not interfere with the restraint system, proper riding position, or cause a hazard to guests, employees, and/or the attraction. A cargo pocket must fasten with a velcro or button flap or a zipper. A waist pack must fasten around the waist and have a zipper closure.

Eyeglasses, sunglasses, and long hair, clothing, or accessories must be secured.

Loose articles that cannot be secured must be placed in a bag drop area or bin, secured in a locker, or kept with a non-rider.

Accessibility:  

Sensory Information:  

Space Age℠

This is a flat, circular ride that spins slowly. This ride is reserved for children and one taller Supervising Companion. Riders need to transfer in and out of the ride. Each rider needs to be able to hold their head upright and have an appropriate center of gravity for bracing to maintain a seated position throughout the ride cycle.

Health Recommendations: None

Height Restrictions:

Ride Access: Non-ambulatory riders should enter through the ride exit after receiving permission from the ride attendant.

Loose Articles: Hand-held items are not permitted while riding the attraction. Food and drinks are not permitted.

Accessibility:  

Sensory Information:  

Starship America℠

This is a circular ride on which riders can control the up/down movement of the ship. Riders must transfer in and out of the car and straddle a bench seat while holding onto side handrails. Each rider needs to be able to hold their head upright and have an appropriate center of gravity for bracing to maintain a seated position during the ride cycle.

Health Recommendations:  

Height Restrictions:

Ride Access: Non-ambulatory riders should enter through the ride exit after receiving permission from the ride attendant.

Loose Articles: Hand-held items are not permitted while riding the attraction. Food and drinks are not permitted.

Accessibility:  

Sensory Information:  

MILK CHOCOLATE
**ATTRACTIONS**

**Sweet Swing™**

This ride resembles a large bench swing with two sides; each side of the swing will accommodate up to six riders, with a maximum of two adults. The swing motion provides both exhilaration and air time for riders. Riders will need to transfer in and out of the ride. Each rider needs to be able to hold their head upright and have an appropriate center of gravity for bracing to maintain a seated position throughout the ride cycle. This ride may not accommodate riders of exceptional size (height/weight). Riders taller than 6’ are not permitted to ride this attraction.

**Health Recommendations:**

**Height Restrictions:**

**Ride Access:** Non-ambulatory riders should enter through the ride exit after receiving permission from the ride attendant.

**Ride Access:** Non-ambulatory riders should enter through the ride exit after receiving permission from the ride attendant.

**Loose Articles:** Hand-held items are not permitted while riding the attraction. Food and drinks are not permitted. If you plan on riding the attraction, only items that can be secured in cargo pockets, a waist pack, or a zipping jacket pocket are permitted provided they do not interfere with the restraint system, proper riding position, or cause a hazard to guests, employees, and/or the attraction. A cargo pocket must fasten with a velcro or button flap or a zipper. A waist pack must fasten around the waist and have a zipper closure. Eyeglasses, sunglasses, and long hair, clothing, or accessories must be secured. Loose articles that cannot be secured must be placed in a bag drop area or bin, secured in a locker, or kept with a non-rider.

**Accessibility:**

**Sensory Information:**

---

**ATTRACTIONS**

**Storm Runner®**

This is a steel launch coaster, with a maximum height of 150 feet. It loops and twists reaching speeds of 72 mph. Riders need to transfer in and out of cars. Each rider needs to be able to hold their head upright and have an appropriate center of gravity for bracing to maintain a seated position for the duration of a fast ride, and be able to brace for possible rapid deceleration. Riders with prosthetic legs should refer to the Prosthesis section on page 10.

**Health Recommendations:**

**Height Restrictions:**

**Ride Access:** Non-ambulatory riders should enter through the ride exit and contact the ride attendant on the upper platform for assistance. Ambulatory riders will enter through the Fast Track entrance at the front of the attraction.

**Loose Articles:** Hand-held items are not permitted while riding the attraction. Food and drinks are not permitted. If you plan on riding the attraction, only items that can be secured in cargo pockets, a waist pack, or a zipping jacket pocket are permitted provided they do not interfere with the restraint system, proper riding position, or cause a hazard to guests, employees, and/or the attraction. A cargo pocket must fasten with a velcro or button flap or a zipper. A waist pack must fasten around the waist and have a zipper closure. Eyeglasses, sunglasses, and long hair, clothing, or accessories must be secured. Loose articles that cannot be secured must be placed in a bag drop area or bin, secured in a locker, or kept with a non-rider.

**Accessibility:**

**Sensory Information:**

---
**Tea Cups℠**

This is a flat, circular ride with individual cars that include a central steering wheel which allows riders to spin the ride at their own pace. Each rider needs to be able to hold their head upright and have an appropriate center of gravity for bracing to maintain a seated position throughout the ride cycle.

**Health Recommendations:**

**Height Restrictions:**

**Ride Access:** Non-ambulatory riders should enter through the exit after receiving permission from the ride attendant.

**Loose Articles:** Hand-held items are not permitted while riding the attraction. Food and drinks are not permitted.

If you plan on riding the attraction, only items that can be secured in cargo pockets, a waist pack, or a zipping jacket pocket are permitted provided they do not interfere with the restraint system, proper riding position, or cause a hazard to guests, employees, and/or the attraction. A cargo pocket must fasten with a velcro or button flap or a zipper. A waist pack must fasten around the waist and have a zipper closure.

Eyeglasses, sunglasses, and long hair, clothing, or accessories must be secured.

Loose articles that cannot be secured must be placed in a bag drop area or bin, secured in a locker, or kept with a non-rider.

**Accessibility:**

**Sensory Information:**

---

**Swing Thing℠**

This is a circular ride that spins slowly. This ride is reserved for children. Riders need to transfer in and out of the ride. Each rider needs to be able to hold their head upright and have an appropriate center of gravity for bracing to maintain a seated position throughout the ride cycle.

**Health Recommendations:** None

**Height Restrictions:**

**Ride Access:** Non-ambulatory riders should enter through the exit after receiving permission from the ride attendant.

**Loose Articles:** Hand-held items are not permitted while riding the attraction. Food and drinks are not permitted.

If you plan on riding the attraction, only items that can be secured in cargo pockets, a waist pack, or a zipping jacket pocket are permitted provided they do not interfere with the restraint system, proper riding position, or cause a hazard to guests, employees, and/or the attraction. A cargo pocket must fasten with a velcro or button flap or a zipper. A waist pack must fasten around the waist and have a zipper closure.

Eyeglasses, sunglasses, and long hair, clothing, or accessories must be secured.

Loose articles that cannot be secured must be placed in a bag drop area or bin, secured in a locker, or kept with a non-rider.

**Accessibility:**

**Sensory Information:**
**The Claw℠**

This ride features a swinging pendulum arm that swings riders back and forth, giving the feeling of weightlessness while all cars are rotated in a circular motion. The ride spins at 11 r.p.m.s and will reach heights of 65 feet. Riders need to transfer in and out of the seat. Each rider needs to be able to hold their head upright and have an appropriate center of gravity for bracing to maintain a seated position for the duration of a fast ride, and be able to brace for possible rapid deceleration. Riders must sit in an upright position with their feet dangling below them. Riders with prosthetic legs must remove them to ride. Please refer to the Prosthetics section on page 10. This ride may not accommodate guests of exceptional size (height and/or weight) due to the configuration of the safety restraint system.

**Health Recommendations:**

**Height Restrictions:**

**Ride Access:** Non-ambulatory riders should enter through the ride exit after receiving permission from the ride attendant.

**Loose Articles:** Hand-held items are not permitted while riding the attraction. Food and drinks are not permitted.

If you plan on riding the attraction, only items that can be secured in cargo pockets, a waist pack, or a zipping jacket pocket are permitted provided they do not interfere with the restraint system, proper riding position, or cause a hazard to guests, employees, and/or the attraction. A cargo pocket must fasten with a velcro or button flap or a zipper. A waist pack must fasten around the waist and have a zipper closure.

Eyeglasses, sunglasses, and long hair, clothing, or accessories must be secured.

Loose articles that cannot be secured must be placed in a bag drop area or bin, secured in a locker, or kept with a non-rider.

**Accessibility:**

**Sensory Information:**

---

**The Howler℠**

This is an interactive passenger swing ride allowing riders to spin their own car using the wheel in the center of the car. Riders must transfer in and out of the car and sit in individual seats. Each rider needs to be able to hold their head upright and have an appropriate center of gravity for bracing to maintain a seated position for the duration of a fast ride, and be able to brace for possible rapid deceleration.

**Health Recommendations:**

**Height Restrictions:**

**Ride Access:** Non-ambulatory riders should enter through the ride exit after receiving permission from the ride attendant.

**Loose Articles:** Hand-held items are not permitted while riding the attraction. Food and drinks are not permitted.

If you plan on riding the attraction, only items that can be secured in cargo pockets, a waist pack, or a zipping jacket pocket are permitted provided they do not interfere with the restraint system, proper riding position, or cause a hazard to guests, employees, and/or the attraction. A cargo pocket must fasten with a velcro or button flap or a zipper. A waist pack must fasten around the waist and have a zipper closure.

Eyeglasses, sunglasses, and long hair, clothing, or accessories must be secured.

Loose articles that cannot be secured must be placed in a bag drop area or bin, secured in a locker, or kept with a non-rider.

**Accessibility:**

**Sensory Information:**

---
**The Shore**

An approximately 378,000-gallon wave pool provides realistic ocean-like waves in water depths ranging from zero to six feet. Miniatures, Kisses, and Reese’s height categories must be accompanied by a responsible Supervising Companion who can swim. In an effort to provide the safest and best guest experience, guests of the Miniatures, Kisses, and Reese’s height categories must wear a life jacket. Guests must be able to swim. Weaker swimmers must wear a Coast Guard approved life jacket. Only appropriate swimwear is permitted in the attraction for all guests. Revealing bathing suits, shorts with rivets, snaps, zippers, metal ornamentation, cutoffs, and jeans are not permitted. Guests utilizing ECVs and wheelchairs must transfer to an aquatic wheelchair to enter The Shore. The Pennsylvania Department of Health has instituted a maximum number of allowed guests in this attraction. Once this number is achieved, a queue will be formed. As guests exit the attraction, additional guests will be permitted to enter. Walking surfaces may become hot in the sun. Foot protection is recommended in queues and all walking surfaces.

**Maximum Water Depth:** 6 feet  
**Health Recommendations:**
- ![Health Symbol](image)
- ![Health Symbol](image)
- ![Health Symbol](image)
- ![Health Symbol](image)

**Height Restrictions:**
- ![Height Symbol](image)
- ![Height Symbol](image)
- ![Reese’s Symbol](image)
- ![Kisses Symbol](image)

**Ride Access:** Non-ambulatory guests may access The Shore from the zero-depth entry points. Guests utilizing a wheelchair or other mobility device must transfer to an aquatic wheelchair and enter through the blue door to the left of the attraction entrance after the Lifeguard has granted permission to enter.

**Loose Articles:** Hand-held items are not permitted while riding the attraction. Food and drinks are not permitted.

**Accessibility:**
- ![Accessibility Symbol](image)

**Sensory Information:**
- ![Sensory Symbol](image)
- ![Sensory Symbol](image)
- ![Sensory Symbol](image)
- ![Sensory Symbol](image)

---

**Tidal Force®**

This ride consists of a 20-passenger boat shooting down a 100-foot hill creating a large splash with rapid deceleration. Riders need to transfer in and out of the bench-like seat inside of the ride. Each rider needs to be able to hold their head upright and have an appropriate center of gravity for bracing to maintain a seated position throughout the ride cycle, including a plunge down run-out and impact with water. All riders will get soaked.

**Health Recommendations:**
- ![Health Symbol](image)
- ![Health Symbol](image)
- ![Health Symbol](image)
- ![Health Symbol](image)

**Height Restrictions:**
- ![Miniatures Symbol](image)
- ![Miniatures Symbol](image)
- ![Miniatures Symbol](image)
- ![Miniatures Symbol](image)
- ![Twizzlers Symbol](image)
- ![Jolly Rancher Symbol](image)

**Ride Access:** Non-ambulatory riders should enter through the ride entrance and follow to the accessible gate and please contact the ride attendant for assistance.

**Loose Articles:** Hand-held items are not permitted while riding the attraction. Food and drinks are not permitted.

If you plan on riding the attraction, only items that can be secured in cargo pockets, a waist pack, or a zipping jacket pocket are permitted provided they do not interfere with the restraint system, proper riding position, or cause a hazard to guests, employees, and/or the attraction. A cargo pocket must fasten with a velcro or button flap or a zipper. A waist pack must fasten around the waist and have a zipper closure.

Eyeglasses, sunglasses, and long hair, clothing, or accessories must be secured.

Loose articles that cannot be secured must be placed in a bag drop area or bin, secured in a locker, or kept with a non-rider.

**Accessibility:**
- ![Accessibility Symbol](image)

**Sensory Information:**
- ![Sensory Symbol](image)
- ![Sensory Symbol](image)
- ![Sensory Symbol](image)
- ![Sensory Symbol](image)
**ATTRACTIONS**

**Tiny Tracks℠**

This is a miniature train ride. This attraction is reserved for children and one taller Supervising Companion. Riders need to transfer in and out of the attraction. Each rider needs to be able to hold their head upright and have an appropriate center of gravity for bracing to maintain a seated position throughout the ride cycle.

**Health Recommendations:** None

**Height Restrictions:**

**Ride Access:** Non-ambulatory riders should enter through the ride exit after receiving permission from the ride attendant.

**Loose Articles:** Hand-held items are not permitted while riding the attraction. Food and drinks are not permitted.

**Accessibility:**

**Sensory Information:** 🌃 🎧

**Traffic Jam℠**

This is a flat, circular ride that spins slowly. This ride is reserved for children and one taller Supervising Companion. Riders need to transfer in and out of the ride. Each rider needs to be able to hold their head upright and have an appropriate center of gravity for bracing to maintain a seated position throughout the ride cycle.

**Health Recommendations:** None

**Height Restrictions:**

**Ride Access:** Non-ambulatory riders should enter through the ride exit after receiving permission from the ride attendant.

**Loose Articles:** Hand-held items are not permitted while riding the attraction. Food and drinks are not permitted.

**Accessibility:**

**Sensory Information:** 🌃 🎧

**Tilt-A-Whirl**

This is a flat, circular ride with individual cars that spin while the entire ride rotates. Riders need to transfer into and out of the bench-like seat inside the ride. Each rider needs to be able to hold their head upright and have an appropriate center of gravity for bracing to maintain a seated position throughout the ride cycle.

**Health Recommendations:**

**Height Restrictions:**

**Ride Access:** Non-ambulatory riders should enter through the ride exit after receiving permission from the ride attendant.

**Loose Articles:** Hand-held items are not permitted while riding the attraction. Food and drinks are not permitted.

**Accessibility:**

**Sensory Information:** 🌃 🎧
Trailblazer℠

This ride is a mild, steel coaster with one hill, two tight spirals, and a 52-foot drop at 30 mph. Riders need to transfer in and out of cars. Each rider needs to be able to hold their head upright and have an appropriate center of gravity for bracing to maintain a seated position for the duration of a fast ride, and be able to brace for possible rapid deceleration.

Health Recommendations: 🏃‍♂️ 🏃‍♀️ 🍊 🍉

Height Restrictions:
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Ride Access: Non-ambulatory riders should enter through the exit via elevator and contact the ride attendant for assistance. Ambulatory riders will enter through the Fast Track pass entrance at the front of the attraction.

Loose Articles: Hand-held items are not permitted while riding the attraction. Food and drinks are not permitted.

If you plan on riding the attraction, only items that can be secured in cargo pockets, a waist pack, or a zipping jacket pocket are permitted provided they do not interfere with the restraint system, proper riding position, or cause a hazard to guests, employees, and/or the attraction. A cargo pocket must fasten with a velcro or button flap or a zipper. A waist pack must fasten around the waist and have a zipper closure.

Eyeglasses, sunglasses, and long hair, clothing, or accessories must be secured. Loose articles that cannot be secured must be placed in a bag drop area or bin, secured in a locker, or kept with a non-rider.

Accessibility: 🏺

Sensory Information: ☀️ 🎧 🎼

This attraction accommodates service animals.

Twin Turnpike℠ Classic Cars presented by Sunoco

This ride consists of gas engine, smaller scale antique cars driven around a track. Riders operate the cars themselves by stepping on the gas pedal and steering. Riders need to transfer in and out of the bench-like seat inside the ride. Each rider needs to be able to hold their head upright and have an appropriate center of gravity for bracing to maintain a seated position throughout the ride cycle.

Health Recommendations: 🏃‍♂️ 🏃‍♀️ 🍊 🍉

Height Restrictions:
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Ride Access: Non-ambulatory riders should enter through the accessible gate to the right of the ride entrance and contact the ride attendant for assistance.

Loose Articles: Hand-held items are not permitted while riding the attraction. Food and drinks are not permitted.

Accessibility: 🏺

Sensory Information: ☀️ 🎧 🎼

This attraction accommodates service animals.
Twin Turnpike™ Speedway presented by Sunoco

This ride consists of gas engine, smaller scale sports cars driven around a track. Riders operate the cars themselves by stepping on the gas pedal and steering. Riders need to transfer in and out of the ride. Each rider needs to be able to hold their head upright and have an appropriate center of gravity for bracing to maintain a seated position throughout the ride cycle.

Health Recommendations: 🏃‍♂️ 🏃‍♀️ 🏃

Height Restrictions:

Ride Access: Non-ambulatory riders should enter through the accessible gate to the right of the ride entrance and contact the ride attendant for assistance.

Loose Articles: Hand-held items are not permitted while riding the attraction. Food and drinks are not permitted.

Accessibility: 🚶‍♂️

Sensory Information: 🌚 🔊 🎧

Wave Swinger™

This is a circular ride with individual swing seats suspended from a central tower that gently rises and rotates. Riders must sit in an upright position with their feet dangling below them. Riders need to transfer in and out of the swing. Each rider needs to be able to hold their head upright and have an appropriate center of gravity for bracing to maintain a seated position for the duration of a fast ride, and be able to brace for possible rapid deceleration.

Health Recommendations: 🏃‍♂️ 🏃‍♀️ 🏃

Height Restrictions:

Ride Access: Non-ambulatory riders should enter through the ride exit after receiving permission from the ride attendant.

Loose Articles: Hand-held items are not permitted while riding the attraction. Food and drinks are not permitted.

If you plan on riding the attraction, only items that can be secured in cargo pockets, a waist pack, or a zipping jacket pocket are permitted provided they do not interfere with the restraint system, proper riding position, or cause a hazard to guests, employees, and/or the attraction. A cargo pocket must fasten with a velcro or button flap or a zipper. A waist pack must fasten around the waist and have a zipper closure.

Eyeglasses, sunglasses, and long hair, clothing, or accessories must be secured. Loose articles that cannot be secured must be placed in a bag drop area or bin, secured in a locker, or kept with a non-rider.

Accessibility: 🚶‍♂️

Sensory Information: 🌚 🔊 🎧
Whitecap Racer

Whitecap® Racer features a multi-track, multi-bump, water ride system designed to convey the rider on a serpentine ride path, while riding in the prone position headfirst on a toboggan racer mat and descending into a runout deceleration lane. Riders will encounter sudden drops and tight turns. Guests must have the physical and cognitive abilities to remain in a prone/headfirst position, while controlling their limbs throughout the course of the ride, and grasping the handles at all times. Each rider needs to be able to hold their head upright and have an appropriate center of gravity for bracing to maintain designated riding position throughout the ride cycle and be able to brace for rapid deceleration at the end of the ride. Only appropriate swimwear is permitted on this attraction. Revealing bathing suits, shorts with rivets, snaps, zippers, metal ornamentation, cutoffs, and jeans are not permitted.

Health Recommendations:

Height Restrictions:

Ride Access: Whitecap Racer is not accessible by wheelchair or other mobility device. Non-ambulatory riders must enter through the ride entrance which includes a flight of stairs. Riders with disabilities who wish to ride Whitecap Racer must wait in line and carry mat.

Weight Limit: The weight of a rider may not exceed 300 lbs.

Loose Articles: Hand-held items are not permitted while riding the attraction. Food and drinks are not permitted.

If you plan on riding the attraction, only items that can be secured in cargo pockets, a waist pack, or a zipping jacket pocket are permitted provided they do not interfere with the restraint system, proper riding position, or cause a hazard to guests, employees, and/or the attraction. A cargo pocket must fasten with a velcro or button flap or a zipper. A waist pack must fasten around the waist and have a zipper closure.

Eyeglasses, sunglasses, and long hair, clothing, or accessories must be secured.

Loose articles that cannot be secured must be placed in a bag drop area or bin, secured in a locker, or kept with a non-rider.

Accessibility:

Sensory Information:

Wildcat’s Revenge™

This is a wood and steel hybrid coaster that takes riders through one-of-a-kind thrills found only at Hersheypark. The ride features a 140 foot lift hill with an 82 degree drop, maximum speeds of 62 miles per hour, and four inversions including the world’s largest underflip. Riders will be taken up the chain lift hill on one of three custom trains with a ride time of 2 minutes and 36 seconds. This is a high speed attraction where riders will experience rapid changes in elevation, speed, and/or direction. Guests need to transfer in and out of cars. Each guest needs to be able to hold their head upright and have an appropriate center of gravity for bracing to maintain a seated position during a fast ride, and be able to brace for possible rapid decelerations. Guests must have two natural legs including feet, as well as one natural arm with one functional hand in order to ride. Prosthetic devices of any kind are not permitted on this attraction. Guests with hard casts or braces that do not allow full mobility of their shoulder, elbow, knees, or hips are not permitted to ride. Please refer to the Prosthetic section on page 10.

Health Recommendations:

Height Restrictions:

Ride Access: Non-ambulatory riders should enter through the ride elevator and contact the ride attendant for assistance. Ambulatory guests will enter through the Fast Track entrance at the front of the attraction.

Loose Articles: Hand-held items are not permitted while riding the attraction. Food and drinks are not permitted.

If you plan on riding the attraction, only items that can be secured in cargo pockets, a waist pack, or a zipping jacket pocket are permitted provided they do not interfere with the restraint system, proper riding position, or cause a hazard to guests, employees, and/or the attraction. A cargo pocket must fasten with a velcro or button flap or a zipper. A waist pack must fasten around the waist and have a zipper closure.

Eyeglasses, sunglasses, and long hair, clothing, or accessories must be secured.

All loose articles that cannot be properly secured must be placed in a provided locker prior to entering the loading platform or kept with a non-rider.

Accessibility:

Sensory Information:
Wild Mouse℠

This is a coaster-type ride with many tight turns, steep hills, and rapid deceleration. Individual cars DO NOT STOP at the loading and unloading locations. If you need the cars to be stopped, please alert the ride operator. Riders need to transfer in and out of the ride. Each rider needs to be able to hold their head upright and have an appropriate center of gravity for bracing to maintain a seated position for the duration of the fast ride, and be able to brace for possible rapid deceleration.

Health Recommendations:

Height Restrictions:

Ride Access: Non-ambulatory riders should enter through the ride exit and contact the ride attendant for assistance. Ambulatory riders will enter through the Fast Track entrance at the front of the attraction.

Loose Articles: Hand-held items are not permitted while riding the attraction. Food and drinks are not permitted.

If you plan on riding the attraction, only items that can be secured in cargo pockets, a waist pack, or a zipping jacket pocket are permitted provided they do not interfere with the restraint system, proper riding position, or cause a hazard to guests, employees, and/or the attraction. A cargo pocket must fasten with a velcro or button flap or a zipper. A waist pack must fasten around the waist and have a zipper closure.

Eyeglasses, sunglasses, and long hair, clothing, or accessories must be secured.

Loose articles that cannot be secured must be placed in a bag drop area or bin, secured in a locker, or kept with a non-rider.

Accessibility: 

Sensory Information: 

MILK CHOCOLATE